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PCIScope (Updated 2022)
PCIScope is a professional software application whose purpose is to help you explore, debug and analyze PCI subsystem of your computer. It is suitable for engineers, programmers or system administrators, as it gives them detailed information about the PCI subsystem with the aid of tables, graphical representations for PCI configuration spaces and IRQ routing. Clean feature lineup The tool reveals a well-organized set of
features that displays all PCI subsystem components in an Explorer-like layout. Clicking on one of the items included in the PCI subsystem list shows general information (e.g. vendor and device ID, programming interface, memory space access, I/O space access), PCI registers, PCI registers form, PCI register dump, device manager and other details. Furthermore, the multi-tabbed layout allows you to quickly switch between
several tabs, such as System (e.g. resource summary, MP configuration, ACPI table, BIOS IRQ routing table, event log, services), PCI, Plug and Play (system device list), and Device Manager (e.g. Plug and Play root, Microsoft Storage Spaces Controller, Microsoft Virtual Drive Enumerator, Remote Desktop Device Redirector Bus, Volume Manager). If you find the layout too crowded, you can hide several panels, namely
watch, error, register and debug windows, IRQ routing diagram, PCI buses topology diagram, and interrupt watch options. PCIScope gives you the possibility to scan the hardware with just one click. All devices are automatically displayed in the main panel. What’s more, you can import and export data from and to plain text file format, generate description files for class description, configuration header, device description,
enhanced capabilities and new capabilities, as well as compile data in plain text files. You can make use of the built-in wizard for creating descriptions of PCI devices with known vendor and device ID, class of PCI devices or group of registers. The lists with PCI vendors, devices and skipped registers can be edited directly in Notepad. PCIScope allows you to read unrecognized devices by specifying the bus, device and
function numbers (in HEX), check PCI subsystem errors, compare configurations, run script files (VBS and JS file format), and enhance the program’s capabilities with the aid of add-ons. Bottom line All in all, PCIScope comes with an advanced suite of features for helping you get detailed information about PCI subsystem and visualize
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KeyMacro is a program for Microsoft Windows which allows you to use a key combination to perform any program action you like. It’s not much of a necessity, but it’s always useful to be able to launch any program without having to remember its exact name, or use the Windows start menu to find the program you want to use. KeyMacro is very simple to use and even the beginners will be able to make use of it. Just select the
program you want to use with the mouse and press the desired key combination. There are many more features and functions which are not included in the listing below. Some of the features are: - Easy to use program, just click on the desired program with the mouse and press the assigned combination of keys. - Directly change shortcut key combinations for the same command. - Keyboard shortcuts for switching between
user, system, program, and all users in the system. - Customized keyboard shortcuts. - Shift, Control, Alt and Win key combinations. - Set a keyboard shortcut to toggle the keyboard layout. - Enable or disable keyboard shortcuts from a certain program. - Create a default shortcut to launch a program. - Preset system to automatically launch a program after a certain amount of time. - Change system-wide shortcuts. - Support for
keyboard, mouse, and joystick. - User setting (including keyboard layout, keyboard preferences, shortcut key, etc.) can be reset. - Start menu includes: Programs, Documents, and Settings. - Commandline (notepad) can be used as an alternative. - Search and replace. - Startup and logon programs. - Keep in taskbar after closing. - Individual program settings. - Export or import settings. - Keyboard settings. - Preferences. - Undo
keyboard settings. - Keyboard and mouse settings. - Run menu. - Launch now. - Timer settings. - Startup tasks. - System events. - CPU usage indicator. - Clock settings. - Disable system sounds. - Notepad integration. - Hotkey for the folder with shortcuts. - Dialog box for Settings, or anything else. - “Change keyboard settings” button on the system tray. - Top menu: Uninstall, New Shortcut, Hide button, Launch notepad, … Create shortcut or start menu items. - Option to display notifications. 77a5ca646e
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Power on Windows 10 PC, Update PC, Configure PC, Control Computer, install or change Boot order, Restore Windows 7 and 8,8.1,10 from a Windows 7,8,8.1,10 Backup CD/DVD, fix some problems. What's new? New Features in the latest version include: Printing function (Configuration tab) Configuration dump file (All tabs) Check irqs by PIDs (PCI tab) Device Manager (PCI tab) Support for multiple CPUs Overview
Performs CPU, GPU and Memory power on/off and cool down for all installed processors. Overview Performs CPU, GPU and Memory power on/off and cool down for all installed processors. Features: Memory Profile: Memory Profile shows a graph showing the amount of memory your computer is using and the amount of available memory. MEMORY profiler can analyze the amount of the memory being used and the
amount of the memory available. It allows you to adjust power on the RAM or the Flash drive. It also allows you to check the performance and reliability of the RAM modules. You can also disable the parts of the system that are using the RAM. Performance Barometer: Performance Barometer shows the performance of your computer. You can check the general performance, system performance, and hard drive
performance. Overview PCI Scanner (PCIScope) is the most sophisticated piece of software for analyzing and debugging the PCI subsystem of your computer. The program is a software utility that contains tools for scanning, analyzing, decoding and debugging. The main goal of PCIScope is to analyze and debug PCI subsystem using tables and charts. PCIScope is suitable for engineers, programmers, or system administrators.
Major features PCI Scanner: Detects PCI configuration space, and displays the devices detected. Detects the devices, and displays them with their information. Can also add new devices. PCI Decode: PCI Decode is used for decoding the PCI configuration space. It is a utility that can decode the PCI configuration space and displays the details of the configuration space. PCI Debug: PCI Debug is used for debugging the PCI
configuration space. It displays the details of the PCI configuration space with the aid of charts. Read PCI configuration: This feature is used for decoding the PCI configuration space and displaying the

What's New in the PCIScope?
“PCI Scope” is an application that displays the contents of PCI devices in a hierarchical tree, with a set of built-in wizards for creating configuration descriptions, generating tables of data, and enhancing the capabilities of the program. It also includes a set of wizards for creating PCI devices and modifying parameters of existing devices. System scans, device, configuration header, and data decoding wizards are able to create
PCI device descriptions with associated devices or ranges of registers.” PCI buses and devices can be scanned in non-physical or physical mode.” Scan result can be exported to a file or transferred to any other PC via network.” General features: “PCI Scope” displays the contents of PCI devices in a hierarchical tree, with a set of built-in wizards for creating configuration descriptions, generating tables of data, and enhancing the
capabilities of the program. It also includes a set of wizards for creating PCI devices and modifying parameters of existing devices.” System scans, device, configuration header, and data decoding wizards can be used to create PCI device descriptions with associated devices or ranges of registers.” PCIScope's data decoding wizard includes more than 24 predefined routines for decoding PCI configuration space, as well as a set
of routines for reading, decoding and displaying byte and word values.” PCIScope allows users to import and export configuration data to and from a set of plain text files.” PCIScope can display the status of all the enabled, skipped and denied registers of the system.” PCIScope can generate all the available PCI extended capabilities.” PCIScope's built-in multi-tabbed windows layout allows users to quickly switch between
several tabs, such as System (e.g. resource summary, MP configuration, ACPI table, BIOS IRQ routing table, event log, services), PCI, Plug and Play (system device list), and Device Manager (e.g. Plug and Play root, Microsoft Storage Spaces Controller, Microsoft Virtual Drive Enumerator, Remote Desktop Device Redirector Bus, Volume Manager). The tool reveals a well-organized set of features that displays all PCI
subsystem components in an Explorer-like layout.” PCIScope can import and export data from and to plain text file format.” PCIScope allows users to check PCI subsystem errors.” PCIScope can help users generate HTML or plain text description of PCI subsystems.” PCIScope's built-in wizard for creating configuration descriptions can be used for devices with known vendor and device ID, class of PCI devices or group of
registers. PCIScope's built
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System Requirements:
Requires a DirectX 11 compatible video card. Requires Windows 7 (or Vista SP1) 32-bit, Windows 8, or Windows 8.1 32-bit. Requires the latest available version of the game client. If you are using a video card with a chipset compatible with Direct3D 11, you will have the latest version of the client automatically installed. Minimum Requirements: Requires a DirectX 11 compatible video card. Requires Windows 7 (or Vista
SP1) 32-bit, Windows 8, or Windows 8.1 32-bit. Requires the latest available version
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